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Dear Friend and Member, 

The September meeting will be held as follows:- 

Date: 	 Friday Evening, September 17th, 1982, at 8.00 p.m. 

Place: 	Council Chamber, Town Hall, Princes Highway, Rockdale. 

Business: 	General. 

Syllabus Item: Mrs. Betty Goodyer will introduce the subject: 
"Sir Joseph Banks, What Became of His Papers???" 
Mrs. Goodyer will illustrate her address, and hopes 
you will enjoy the evening, and maybe, we will learn 
more of the history of our Country. 

Supper Roster: Miss Callister, Captain, together with Mrs. Preddy, 
Mrs. Farrar and Mrs. Barrack. 

Ladies please bring a plate. 

Mr. R. Lee, 	 Mrs. B. Perkins, 	 Mrs. E. Eardley, 
President. 	 Publicity Officer. 	 Sec.& Bulletin Edtr. 
Phone 599.1244. 	 Phone 587 9164. 	 Phone 59 8078. 

Mrs. E. Wright, 	 Miss D. Row, 	 Mr. A. Ellis, 
Treasurer. 	 Social Secretary. 	 Research Officer. 
Phone 599 4884. 	 Phone 50 9300. 	 Phone 587 1159. 

"Praise loudly; blame softly." 

Catherine 11. 



Many of our Members have been and still are ill. We are sorry to hear this, 
and hope they will be well again soon. 

SPECIAL NOTICE. 

The St. GeorgeHistorical Society is pleased to announce that the following books, 
written and illustrated by the late Gifford H. Eardley for the Society, have been 
reprinted and are now available. No.8 Book was compiled by Mrs. Bronwyn Perkins. 

No. 1. 	"The Wolli Creek Valley" 
No. 2. 	"Kogarah to Sans Souci Tramway" 
No. 3. 	"Saywells Tramway -- Rockdale to Lady Robinson's Beach" 
No. 4. 	"Arncliffe to Bexley Tramway" 
No. 5. 	"Our Heritage in Stone" 
No. 6. 	"All Stations to Como" 
No. 7. 	"Tempe and the Black Creek Valley" 
No. 8. 	"Early Churches of the St. George District" 
No. 9. 	"Early Settlers of the St. George District" -- should be available at 

an early date. 

For your copy of the above books, please contact one of the following:- 

Mrs. E. Wright - Phone 599 4884, Miss B. Otton - Phone 59 4259 (after 8 p.m.) 
Mrs. E. Eardley - Secretary - Phone 59 8078, Mr. A. Ellis - Phone 587 1159. 

Also available is a very interesting book - "Tempe-East Hills Railway", by 
B.J. Madden. 	Published by Hurstville Historical Society. Price $1.80 per copy. 

Postage extra. 	Phone 599 4884, 59 8078. 

The Research Project. 	"Early Settlers of the St. George District" -- undertaken 
by some of our members, is progressing. Much information has been gathered. 
However, there is still a long way to go. Help from interested members would be 
greatly appreciated. Can you help towards "Book No.9" in our series of books on 
history? We would like to thank those members who have contributed. Your efforts 
are greatly appreciated. 

Visitors are always welcome at our meetings. 

SOCIAL NEWS. 	The following outings have been arranged by our Social Secretary 
for your pleasure; we do hope Miss Row will have your support. 

A Day at the Blue Mountains, to see the Rhododendrons, which should be at their 
best at this time of the year. 

Date: 	 Saturday, November 13th, 1982. 

Meeting Place: 
	

Western side of Rockdale Station. 

Time: 
	

8.30 A.M. SHARP. 

Cost: 
	

$6.00 per person. 

October long weekend Saturday 2nd, Sunday 3rd, Monday 4th. 
Coach tour - "Taree and Thereabouts". Details from Miss Row, Phone 50 9300. 

Unfortunately this tour will be cancelled due to insufficient interest and support. 



THF TOWERS OF SYDNEY -. ':Liev Town Hall 
Clock Tower, Central Station 
Lands Building Tower. 

- John lkzskcll 
F]jdney Morning Herald 
11th June 1980. 

In the wake of the industrial Revolution 19th century society was 
radically altered and Australian cities, like most of Western 
Europe and North America, witnessed a host of new and changed 
institutions, ranging from railways and factories to the post office, 
police, banks and all levels of government. 

These required buildings, plenty of them, and with wealth derived 
chiefly from industry and commerce money was lavished on structures 
whose magnificence would proclaim to all, rich and wretched alike, 
the new found civic splendour and progress of their city. "Where 
there's muck there's brass" and from the mid-19th century onwards 
town halls, opera houses, art galleries and railway stations vied 
to out-do each other, often incorporating a tower or some other 
vertical feature to assert their importance. 

It is said there is little true originality in architecture, that 
architects are merely plagiarists, skilfully adapting past achievements 
of others to solve their own problems. However this may be, such 
skill was certainly needed by Victorian architects, as they 
confronted the bast reange of new building types for which no past 
prototypes existed. 

Their skill in applying the architectural styles of cathedrals to 
railway stations or of palaces to post offices, was matched only by 
their alacrity in combining several sources in one building. 

Take the Sydney Town Hall for instance, erected between 1868 and 1888, 
whose clock tower is so successful a feature in the streetscape of 
central Sydney. The building is a melange of the French Baroque 
(Vaux--le-Vicomte and the Mansart-type roofs) with a front derived from 
Wren's St. Paul's, its tower also borrowing from Wren, but capped with 
fashionably elongated cupola of the Victorian period. 

James Barnet, for' 25 years the NSW Colonial Architect,, designed three 
of Sydney's finest towers, on the Lands Building in Macquarie Place, 
the Post Office in North Sydney and the GPO in Martin Place, all done 
between 1875 and 1890. 

English Palladianism and the work of Wren, acknowledged to be 
England's greatest architect,were the sources Barnet drew upon for 
inspiration 

His Lands Building clock tower shows his debt to Wren, with a 
delightful Regency flourish in the onion dome. One hopes future 
redevelopment nearby will not impair its continued visibility, 
especially important from Circular Quay.  



Barnet used the Pa1iid1.0 motif on the cupola of his delightful 
clock tower of North Sydney Post Office which, despite the awkward 
connection between the corner buttresses and the pedimented portal 
below, forms a particularly effective pivotal feature in the street. 

The grafting of a tall tower on to the Italian Renaissance palace 
front of Barnet's masterpiece, the GPO in Martin Place had no precedent 
from that period, and so Barnet repeated on three levels a belfry 
derived from one of Palladio's Venetian churches, topped by his 
elongated version of Wren's clock towers from St. Paul's Cathedral. 
The result is not very convincing architecturally,the 200' high tower 
being weakly expressed on the building below, but since this is now 
largely concealed behind luxuriant trees, the tower reads as an 
independent element, particularly effective from a distance. 

Altogether more successful is the tower of Central Station, a splendid 
monument to the railway era designed in 1901 by W L Vernon, Barnet's 
successor as NSW Government Architect, and probably inspired by the 
bell tower of WestminIster Cathedral in London. 

Its tapering shaft, culminating in the free-Baroque style cupola, 
still dominates its surroundings and one hopes that any adjacent, 
redevelopment on the station site (and a major scheme is under 
consideration) will maintain its visual impact. 

The last example is concerned not with clocks - but with wireless - 
the AWA Tower in Wynyard Square (c.1936) with its Eiffel Tower-like 
lattice structure above the carefully modulated brickwork of its 
main building, subtly linking the adaptive classicism of the 19th 
century to the innovative experimentation of the 20th and forming a 
visual link between Martin Place and Wynyard Square. 

Wireless brings one back full circle to the first tower discussed, for 
in 1930 the electric illuminations of Sydney Town Hall were switched 
on by Guglielmo Marconi, the inventor of wireless, by radio from his 
yacht off Italy. 

The heirs to the 19th century tradition of tower building are surely 
the slender, telecommunications structures such as Black Mountain 
Tower in Canberra. They express today's national achievements, and, as 
much as anything,syiflbO1iSe the change of focus from city to nation 
that has occurred over the last hundrd years. 



THE DEVELOPMENT OF MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
SERVICES BEFORE - 1896. 

Lecture by 
Mr F A Larcombe.,M.E.c., 
Lecture at University 
of Technology. 

Government interest in public health administration is a 
comparatively recent development. It was not until 1848 
that the first general legislation was passed in England. 
A cholera epidemic in 1831 and the insanitary conditions 
existing in the new industrial towns forced the Imperal 
Government to set up a Board of Health as a central authority. 
Prior to 1848 public health control was not a municipal 
function and the new legislation attempted to repair this 
important omission by providing for municipalities voluntarily 
to constitute themselves as local boards of health. Public 
health development in England was to a large extent responsible 
for an impetus to a similar movement in New South Wales. There 
is sufficient evidence to show that some measures of public 
health control had already been introduced in New South Wales 
prior to the advent of municipal Government Building regulation 
dates back to 1834. By the 'fifties' there was a quarantine 
officer and a board to check the qualification of persons 
practising as doctors. Acts had also been passed to regulate a 
variety of public health matters, ranging from cattle slaughtering, 
beer adulteration, to the provision of a supply of pure water by 
the Sydney Municipal Council. In fact one of the earliest 
prosecutions for the violation of public health regulations 
occurred when one George Brown, an employee of Peters, the nightman, 
polluted the Sydney water supply. An account of the case states 
that "it appears that no less a quantity of 67 tons of night soil 
had within one week been deposited within a quarter of a mile of 
the tunnel whence the city is supplied with water", and that 
"during the late heavy rains large quantities had been washed away 
from the spot at which it was put down, towards the tunnel, the 
liquid portion of which had filtrated through the &ous earth into 
the reservoir whence the city is supplied with water". The 
penalty was 4/6 with 15/6 costs. The Magistrate did intimate, 
however, "that in the event of any similar offence being in future 
committed a much heavier penalty would be imposed". 

The early attempts at public health control were spasmodic and un-
co-ordinated. It was the "Herald" which first noted these barriers 
to an efficient system. In 1857, just prior to the restoration of 
the Sydney Municipal Council, which had been superseded by an 
appointed Commission, the "Herald" had advocated central direction 
of public health administration. "If the inhabitants of the British 
Metropolis are so deeply sensible to the importance of sanitary 

progress as to employ 47 medical officers of health, cannot the 
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wealthy prosperous city of Sydney afford to employ one? 
Notwithstanding the immense advantages possessed by Sydney in 
an elevated position and in the enjoyment of salubrious sea 
breezes the annual death rate was 11% above that of London with 
its fogs, its factories, it oceans of smoke, and its aggregation 
of 3 millions of inhabitants." 

The "Herald's" request for a more definite form of public health 
administration could not have been made at a more opportune time. 
At the time the legislation for the restoration of the City Council 
was before the Legislative Council. When the clauses empowering the 
City Council to appoint certain officers were being debated. Dr. 
Douglass drew attention to the need for an officer of Health, "one 
of the most necessary functionaries that could be attached to the 
Corporation." As a result provision was made for the compulsory 
appointment cE an Officer of Health, a fully qualified medical 
practioner charged with such important duties as the ascertainment 
of the existence and character of diseases, and their eradication, 
the ventilation of schools, lodging houses and public building and 
the extirpation of nuisances. Naturally the "Herald" was pleased 
with the new provision for public health control. It promised to 
support any candidate for alderman however radical, if he would 
"show himself best acquainted with the material wants of the City" 
and was "qualified to take the lead as a sanitary reformer." 
Citizens generally were ignorant of the 'verdant side of life' and 
the deplorable neglect of the laws of health, the toleration of 
festering wretchedness at our very doors has long been a disgrace 
as it has now become a danger to the city." 

Dr Isaac Aarons was the first appointment, and there was plenty of 
scope for him to display his talents. Sydney, at the time had been 
described as a 'city of privies and of noisome and infectious gully 
holes", it being virtually "impossible for a person with humane 
feelings to pass along the lower part of Hunter Street -- without 
a feeling of deep conimisseration for the unfortunate inhabitants 
who from choice or necessity have pitched their tents in such a 
locality, and on whom, from the pallid and emaciated aspect of many 
of them, especially the children" it was evident that "the atmos-
pheric poison" was "doing its deadly work". It was considered 
impossible for a person with a normal sense of smell to walk the 
streets in the lower and more crowded areas without becoming aware 
of the need for sanitary reforms. An article, "Social Cesspools 
of Sydney", describing the Rocks, "the habitual resorts of vicious 
and filthy humanity" emphasises further the need for public health 
control. "The streets are scarcely traversable by vehicles and 
destitute of all signs of forming, metalling, guttering sewering. 
The houses which line them are small and comparatively ancient stone 
cottages, so unevenly and irrgularly built that the doorstep of one 
residence sometimes approximates to the eaves of another. Where 
the erections are of wood their dilapidated, filthy appearance is all 
the more striking. The interior of these abodes usually consists of 
two dirty, bare rusty-coloured chambers of small size yet too large 
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for the scanty articles which their furniture" - their inhabitants - 
"the unhappy debouched wicked face, the slovenly dirtily clothed 
persons ". There was a general absence of drainage. " The foul 
drainage of one cottage trickles down the hill till it encounters 
the back or front wall of the house next below; here it accumulates, 
soaking down to the foundations or sometimes actually running in 
at the door. In other houses the occupants have prevented this 
accumulation by constructing a drain clode beneath the floor, 
and running quite through the house. Certainly a flowing stream 
of filth is to be preferred to a stagnant pool. The various 
rejectamenta of more solid nature which lie about the yards and 
streets where they chance to fall, of course, add to the foul 
appearance and smell." 

What were the results of Sydney's first experiments with public 
health administration? In favour of Dr. Aarons it must be said 
that he did not intend to remain a consultant in an office. 
Evidence recalls his diligence in his work, and that he was able to 
pursue his investigations without objections, proving that there 
was "no fanatical love of dirt amongst the poorest of the city 
population." Little had ever been done about housing, and the 
Health Officer discovered that at the time New South Wales averaged 
about 6.3 persons per house. High rents due to economic conditions 
gave rise to sub-letting and overcrowding. In this regard the 
Chinese, attracted by the gold discoveries, were the chief offenders. 
In one instance 80 shared a small house while a larger building 
houses 200. Yet, in spite of his zealous efforts, the persistance of 
many unsavoury features is proof of limited achievement. The reasons 
were generally beyond the control of the first Health Officer. 

Firstly the City Council resented his compulsory appointment. It 
demanded the right to select its own officers and if left to itself 
there is no doubt that its unsatisfactory financial state would have 
led to the dismissal of the Health Officer. Consequently the 
Council was often reluctant to co-operate. This led the "Herald" 
to ask the question, was it possible that the Health Officer "had 
routed out so many nuisances as to become himself a nuisance to those 
whose indolence and cupidity he exposed?" The dismissal of Dr. Sansey 
in the 1180's" is further proof of the Council's unco-operative attitude. 
In justifying the dismissal, the Mayor, Alderman J Harris, said, "It 
seems to me that the officer, as the duties are at present regarded, 
is a sinecure and that a change is absolutely necessary." It appeared 
to Alderman Riley, a former Mayor that the Health Officer merely 
accompanied the Mayor on his rounds, "condemning places". 

The second limitation was that the City Council did not always possess 
the power to act upon the Health Officer's recommendations. Here are 
some good examples. The Council could not compel householders connected 
with the sewerage to use cisterns although seriuus pollution of the 
city water supply was occurring. The closets were directly connected 
with the mains. If the discharge pipe was blocked sewage remained in 

the pan and when the supply cock was opened it had free and direct 
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communication with the water pipe. If a main were shut off 
for repairs or new connections, the withdrawal of water set up 
a suction drawing the sewage into the water supply. There were 
instances where solid matter had been discharged from the taps. 
The water had become "polluted with matter which some high 
authorities considered too offensive to be admitted even into 

public sewers." 

Where there were no sewerage connections, cess pits were used and 
the City Council had no powers to regulate their construction or 
location. Apart from Balmain, there does not appear to have been 
any municipal sanitary services for the cleansing of cess pits 
nor any recognised place of deposit for night soil. Often market 
gardeners purchased the contents of the pits and applied them in 
a crude state. The carts removing the night soil were allowed' 
to stand in the the city as long as they wished and often returned 
from the gardens laden with vegetables. So long as the night soil 
was not placed within a certain distance of a highway the Council 

was powerless to interfere. 

In spite of earlier legislation for the control of cattle 
slaughtering the Council had no control over the most flagrant 
abuses of public health which occurred at the unhygienic Glebe 
Island abattoirs. The blood of the slaughtered beasts was allowed 
to run into the harbour where it mingled with the sewerage of the 
city system. The abattoirs were not directly supplied with water, 
and on the exhaustion of the supply carcasses were washed with 

harbour water. 

Although the City of Sydney Improvements Act had attempted to 
regulate city buildings, the Council was evidently powerless to control 
buildings unfit for human habitation. In sussex Street for example, 
a house visited by the Mayor illustrates the point. "Inside a window 
an artificial parrot with beaded eyes, wooden bill and gorgeous 
colours stared at the Mayor. A modern edition of Hoah's Ark stood 
on the mantlepiece. The plaster from the walls had long since 
disappeared and there were big gaping cracks in them. An old man 
with clothes that were too big for him stood in a corner, his long 
shaggy locks hanging over his ears -- voiceless and motionless he 
stood -- until the Mayor's verdict went forth "repairs and ventilation". 
Then he turned on heel and gave a mocking laugh. Perhaps there was 

trouble with the landlord." 

In Brisbane Ward the visitors "came to a building the greater part 
of which was below the ground. A fetid stench greeted them as they 
filed down the rotten ricketty staircase. This was a veritable 
hotbed of disease and several of the advancing contingent began to 
feel squeemish. The Mayor kept on,however. The work had to be done, 
he said and seeing was believing. Two flights of stairs were descended 
and a landing was effected on an earthen floor. It was dark and dank. 

A human being crouched in a corner. "Do you mean to tell me you live 
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down here?" asked the Mayor and his tone was very sharp. 
"No sire, we -- we only cook 'ere."  Nevertheless there was 
evidence that somebody did live and sleep there." 

In common with other local councils the City had no power to 
compel owners of industries to eradicate nuisances of their own 
creations. Alderson's tannery in Redfern was a good example. 
"Throughout the length of Magill's ground a brown stream of very 
offensive water, travelling sliggishly along a bottom covered 
with a red layer of deposit overlaying a filthy black mud about 
18" in depth. The smell was most overpowering and the deposit when 
closely examined, especially the portion on top was found to consist 
of a mixture of animal refuse, hair, putrid flesh and skin, and human 
and animal excrement. Outside the fence a stagnant pool of similar 
material was even more offensive, bubbles of gas escaping all over 
the surface." 

If the local councils were so concerned with the limited nature of 
their public health services why had they not sought greater powers? 
The barrier was the difficulty of securing legislative action. 
Councils during this period had been rebuffed so often in trying to 
obtain amendments to local acts that they were completely discouraged. 
The whole situation was summed up by the Mayor of Sydney when he 
asserted that "we ought to have power to sweep whole blocks away and 
build small but healthy houses for the working classes to live in but 
as yet WE HAVEN'T GOT THE POWERS." 

Where power did exist to proceed against offenders the Courts did not 
play their part. Generally, fines were too lenient or the Court found 
in favour of the defendant, even for the most trivial reasons. Alderson's 
tannery was a good example. Although described as "a nuisance on a 
gigantic scale" the case was dismissed after an investigation lasting 
six days. The Attorney- General emphasised that 913 houses contributed 
to nuisance and the owners were at fault for having erected them near 
the tannery which originally occupied an isolated position. 

Most of the foregoing has concerned the City of Sydney. Let us now 
return to the general municipal scene. On the eve of the introduction 
of the first municipalities in 1858 the "Herald" printed a leader 
containing a grave warning on public health. "Our fellow citizens 
will learn - that death is rapidly gaining on the population and that 
our statistics show a worse result than those of the least favoured 
English cities." Figures were quoted to support the warning. In 
English cities the death rate was given at 26 per 1,000 compared with 
Sydney's 33.3 per 1,000 for the last quarter. Of the deaths 51% 
were children under 5 years, compared with 26.7% 25 to 65 and only 
3.8% over 65. The "Herald" concluded by deploring "the continual 
sacrifice of children's lives". "The fact then stares us in the face - 
children who might have elevated the world by their intellect, served 
it by their labour and purified it by their virtue, have dropped off 

in hundreds into the untimely grave. They perished either by the 
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negligence of the parent, or the apathy of society at large. 
They were stifled by impure air, they were beset everywhere 
with the malaria of dykes and cesspools; they were drenched 
with drugs to abate the irritability of disease, and thus 
they had scarcely tasted the banquet of life before they were 
poisoned." Such evils are tolerated in society because no 
person, feels responsible." 

How responsible were the first municipalities? Here again power 
was lacking. While the early municipalities were empowered to 
make by-laws for the preservation of public health, municipal 
extension was very slow. Even after almost 50 years of local 
government less than 1% of N.S.W. was under municipal control. 
Commenting upon the tardy appearance of councils in the metropolitan 
area, "Bells Life in Sydney" writes that "the population of the 
Sydney Hamlets have been by far the most violent in resisting the 
encroachment - of municipal rights though they have less grounds for 
doing so than any others. They wish to retain their time-honoured 
quagmires and sand drifts; they rather prefer a prevalence of 
scarlet fever and typhus and that a stagnant pool of putrifying 
liquid in front of a house by a slight stretch of imagination can 
be converted into an ornamental sheet of water." 

Nothing appears to have been accomplished by these early Councils 
in the administration of public health control. There were important 
reasons, largely beyond the scope of this article, but in 1867 an 
attempt was made to introduce the principle of the health officer 
to the ordinary municipality. The move was defeated largely on the 
grounds of return in proportion to cost. Such officers were generally 
appointed in metropolitan municipalities and at first were part-time 
or additional duties given to policemen. Randwick, the first 
municipality, appointed its first Inspector in 1868 at a salary of 
pounds 10.0.0 per annum. Later, as the municipality grew in size and 
importance, a local policeman was appointed as his assistant. Like 
the City the main weaknesses in the municipal campaign to extirpate 
nuisances were permitted to continue. It was further emphasised that 
legal provision was inadequate, municipalities lacked the necessary 
finance, inspectors were not qualified for their tasks and aldermen 
were motivated by business considerations. Finally, as the "Herald" 
argued, there was an "absolute necessity for the appointment of a 
superior authority, having a knowledge of sanitary science armed with 
sufficient powers to deal promptly with all nuisances and placed in a 
position of independence so that their judgments will not be likely 
to be warped by local cnnsiderations." 

The movement for an authority of the type suggested by the "Herald" 
culminated in the passage of the Public Health Act in 1896. That such 
an authority as the present Board of Health was constituted was not 
the result of systematic pressure, but rather through accidental causes. 
Before 1896 there had been two Health Boards. The first was the Board 
of Health and Sewage, constituted in 1875 to investigate the problem 

of the city sewerage disposal. At the time the sewers discharged into 
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the harbour and it became necessary to find another outfall. 
Having accomplished its initial task the Board took upon itself 
a comprehensive survey of public health conditions in general. 
Voluminous reports were issued and startling revelations made. 
Numerous cases were quoted to support the view that public 
health regulation was a matter of urgency. In spite of th 
importance of its discoveries and recommendations the activities 
of the Board aroused some antagonism, John McElhone, the member 
for Upper Hunter in the State legislature, for instance, requested 
a list of fees paid to the 15 members. He considered that such a 
list would be useful to show "how public money was being squandered." 
The Board was accused of extending its investigations to earn extra 
fees. Figures supplied to the Press show that in all the total cost 
of the investigations was pounds 6331 of which pounds 3895 was paid 
in fees. As the Board was considered too costly it was abolished 
in 1876. Its investigations were not without some result. Apart 
from the reorganisation of the sewerage system, new public health 
legislation was added to the statue book. The Water Pollution Act 
enforced the installation of a cistern but did not prevent the 
contamination of the water supply at its source. The Nuisances 
Prevention Act gave councils power to control cess pits and led to 
the introduction of council sanitary services. 

The second Board originated from purely accidental causes. In 1881, 
an outbreak of small pox caused considerable consternation and was 
responsible for the passage of the Infectious Diseases Act. This 
measure set up a Board of Health to check the spread of the disease. 
Like the predecessor this Board also accomplished its initial task 
and began to interest itself in public health generally. It 
interested itself in quarantine, the supervision of dairies, the 
inspection of stock for slaughter, noxious trades, infectious 
diseases and the administration of related legislation such as 
the Leprosy Act. Actually this Board too had assumed functions for 
which it had no power. Fortunately, the valuable work of the Board 
was recognised. Accordingly, in 1896, the first Public Health Act 
was passed. The new Act reconstituted the Board and provided for 
the state-wide administration of public health services. Provision 
was made for the appointment of two executive officers. The principle 
of the Health Officer was extended to the State, which was divided 
into health districts. The local Inspector of Nuisances became the 
Sanitary Inspector and the local council became one of the agencies 
through which the Board of Health's policy was administered. The 
"Heralds" desire for a superior authority was now fulfilled. Since 
1896, N.S.W. municipal health services have become expertly organised 
under the guidance of the Board. In 1919 the Sanitary Inspector 
became the Health Inspector, and his appointment today is dependent 
upon a certificate of competency, gained only after a period of 
thorough training. 


